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In person:

My interest in interference fields 

started after a very serious mercurial 

contamination, which arose due to 

silver fillings. This made me very sen-

sitive and I suffered for a long time.

I started studying the aspects of ra-

diology over a period of 5 years at 

home. In my free time I tried to research all types of interferen-

ce fields on  a daily basis. During this time I encountered ama-

zing findings, which I have tested and verified myself. Over the 

years, I have become more precise and confident in my findings.

Encouraged by the positive feedback I have received, I have 

been able to manage sustainable interference elimination. This 

has led me to the decision to help those who would like to in-

vestigate the interference fields at home or at work. 

With best wishes, 

Ulrich Nelting

Please feel free to contact me. I would be happy to advise you.

I can test any kind of products or objects within your living environment 
quickly and cost-efficiently with respect to their potential interfering 
signals. More under pricing: 201403

20, im Medenpoull  |  L-5355 Oetrange

Tel.: +352 621 138 388

www.nelting.eu  |  info@nelting.eu

How you can simply reduce  
the electric smog  
in your company.

Your staff will be 
very grateful!



Do your staff  lack performance?

Fatigue, anxiety and headaches could be a common 
factor?

Maybe this is simply only due to incorrectly connected electric 
devices at your workplace.

The probabililty of connecting an electric device or other elec-
tricity consumer unit incorrectly at the plug socket is around  
50 %. With several de-
vices, the likelihood of 
electric smog increases 
proportionally.

You may ask yourself 
what makes the difference? 
Keeping it simple!

Although in both cases, the electrical units are working very 

well, they are producing dependent on the polarity either a 

strong electric smog field with a strong physical long term stress 

at a radius of 1 meter, or  an interference-free environment wi-

thout physical long term stress at the workplace. The direction 

of insertion is critical.

On request I can quickly correct all electrical units 
at your workplace to their correct polarity. 

„Would you like to continue to be scientifically sick,  
or would you like to feel better?“   
 excerpt from Manfred B. Hartmann (Bioresonanz and Radionik)

All voltage is not equal!

... before interference field elimination

...strong electric  

smog at the  

work place

... and after interference field elimination

...without  
electric smog at  
the working place


